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Abstract 
A method for measuring the relative total energy requir.ed· to 
•!' 
electro disch-arge machine -,materials was evolved by modification :of 
- ··the circuttry .. of a c·o·mn1ercial··· electro dtsc·harge··-machirte. ·- · 
_________ :·:~- _____ - --_ ------~-------~_=-··sing1e .. cryst.aI~· __ j)et:~i-i:1.n wa·s '.uiach:ined in-two-~ystallographic 




orientations u-sf~g a_ brass electrode to· determine if the anisotropic 
propeities of the tin~oµld affect the total energy required in. the. 
machining proc.ess. 
!fhe expect;ed eri:e·rgy t1.l.f£e;rerice :d:ue to- anisot.ro .. py wa.-s masl~_ed by· 
1 •. :) :a po.lycrys.tal-line· layer, q{ cop·per ··from th·.e :b..tas_s :de.posite.d 
2._} 
3·-.•.. )·,. - . -
tr .:J 
on the tin, , 
.. 
:.a polycrystalline lay~:r :0£ ·tin formed on t:he :single .. c:rys:ta·1 
.being machined, 
severe deforma-tiort in the single crystal s:u-b·s-µ·i;:fac:e"' ·-a~d: 
the inability _to control acc:u:r:a_tely or mo.nito:r. t:he ='gap· 
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.;,,/'~ The Electro-Discharge Machining Process 
· Since 1943 when B. R. and N. I. Lazarenko (1) proposed the use .of 
a resistance-capacitance type generator circuit for the machining of 
'.'·' 
metals, much interest and effort has been directed to the.commercial 
. .,, ... -~.:: ·~·-····-····· ,; ..... ~ .··-~ ·-
_ · · _J1s_e of ____ the ___ J~r_ocess_.- ____________ ·· ------~· ----=--~ -------~~------------------~-----·-·-··--·-·.---~-------------------------~---~-
The Electro-discharge machining process,, hereinafter ·called EDM:, 
· ,,,. · basically consists of a generator or power su.pply circuit capable of 
applying a pulsed type wave form to two elect.rodes immersed in a liquid . 
dlelectric. When these electrodes are so positioned with respect to 
... 
each other that the gap between them is ort the order 6~ .ooi inch and 
the voltage between them is sufficient ~to. o.vercome the gap-dielectric 
c.oinbination, a rather violent spark traverses the gap and materia,l is 
remov·ed from both electrodes. The spark is extinguished after the pulse: 
i.,,s completed and occurs again on the next voltage pulse if the !gap-.. 
~:fielectric conditions for spark initiation are met. This might .be 
~c··complished by repositioning .. th.e· e1ectrocle$: if much erosion has: occurred 
or: by increasing the potential between them. 
Many types of commercial EDM machines have. been marketed in· the 
past twenty years. They are in essence, a .q~i-11 or tool holder driven 
by a servo mechanism which senses the gap condition (shorted o,r open 
circuit) and a generator. Refinements such as variable voltage, capaci-
tance and current, variable feed rate, vib~ation of the tool, dielectric 
circulation and filtering have been added for better control of erosion 
rate and surface finish so ~ecessary in commercial applications. 
The major use of EDM machines is by the die sinking industry but 









conductive materials and to make shapes or ho.le..$ ,d\if:fi.c.4it to ·produce 
by conventional methods. 
The process is esien~ially a reproductive one. Th~ tool, nor-
. mally the negative electrode is fabricate.d from an easily machinable 
image of the desired_finished contour on the workpiece, the positiye 
.. • •. ,. • ·--t ,..,. . ·•-·. - ' .. 
electrode. Except for tool wear, the.-.. J mpression on the workpiece. 
, ' 
\ 
a.f~e.r erosion is the desired shape. 
The Mechanism of Metal Removal--
Current Theories 
·-----· 
r.he. literature abounds in speculation on ·the meta1 ·r·emo·v:ai ilH~c·h·~.~ 
nism. The following th·eor.ies are currently the ·mo.st. po.·pula+:. 
Melting Theory 
First the mat:erial is locally m~l:te·d: ·by ·t.he ·high' ,curr.ent d·.e,nsi t.i.Efs 
passi.ng through the gas colu·mn in. the dielectric,' then.: the .parti.cles, 
ar·e. ejected from the mei t~:d zone. ·by a pressure w~ve·. (2) (.3) 
Field .Effect Theory 
The large cu~rent density :Pulses inherent in the· J>I'Q·ces·~ create 
.extreme local vol t~ge gradient's :1·:n t:he· surface of the material being 
• 
eroded. These gradients are sufficient to overcome the tensile 
strength of the material and particles. are ·torn off.· (4:) (5} (6:) 
Electron Avalanche Theory 
An electron avalanche is started by emissfon from the cathode 
~ue: to the potential. This emission is greatly intensified by ioniza-
tt.on of the dielectric. The metal removal in this· case is eff ecte.d 
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To a reader of the EDM li ter~ture it is confusing to .fi11(f diamet-
I 
ric-ally opposite viewpoints sup.ported by graphs and data purporting 
to prove· the writer's hypothesis for th~ material removal mechanism. 
--
.. 
·For example, Williams (4) concludes definitely t~_at material is ~_e-
moved without melting and phows that there is quantitative correla-
- ------_-_ ·--·----- .. '"____ ..-- ,. . . -· - - -- ~--· -----,.----------------·-··--------·-· - . . - ' ' 
. . ''L. '. . :s·" '-
~ ' .';., 
tion between e-rosion and the field forces created by the localized 
vo1 tage · gradients. Toth-Bi ts key ( 6) .supports this t.hests. by concludlng 
tJ1at erosion is not. determined by th~ he:ating effects· ,o·f' t·h·e spark 
:d.ischarges but predominantly by fi:.eld strer(gth and· el.e.c.:tr.o.dynamical 
forces. 
7 
of formation of· a dis-charge column of low. elec-t-rical resistance and 
extremely small. d:iameter which is probab·:~-Y i11i tiated by foreign matt~.r· 
1·:n th·e. d"i:el.ec·t·ric. This is followed by the pass~ge :o.f current of 
bJ.gh .cle-nsity. due to· the· small .column area, localized· .. or surface melt-
it1g and vaporization of the. ma·t:·etial being erod·ed,· then expulsion. of 
th·e molten material by the sound wave:, created by the ·.s_park, and -ai.d_e·ct. 
-~y the expansion of g~ses~dissbl~edJij the material. Opitz: (3). con~ 
c.urs on the basis that in st.eels am.artensitic layer is formed. Quench-
:lng is effecte·d by· th-e: inrush o-:f t·he cool dielectric when the dis-
charge column. -c·o .. 1·1apses,. Al.though this implie_s that a necessary con-
. . 
di tion would :l;:>e· teiµp~r~_tur.es ·above A , this does n.o:t cons ti tu te 
c3 
.... 
proof for melting. The eje~ted particles, according to Dr. C>p.i t-z; 
also suggest melting since they-are spherical. It could.be pr~~tifu~d 
that surface tension on the molten masses would be responsible for 
this least area/volume configuration prior to resolidification. 
4 
,. . -. -~-'-~_.:'··.:,· .. -.. _: •.. ,··:·.---,·. ·,·.""'-. ·.,·· . :~.i;l,-./. ,, -~- .. 
>. 
A Model for Material Removal 
. ' 
The above anomalies led the author to consider whether an experi-
ment could be constructed to either reduce the number of theories, 
clarify the existing problem or to produce_ enough evidence for the 
-------------~----·· -- -------. f-0-rmulation 0-f the ... true mec.h.a.n-ism----Of---metal removal in the -elect-r---0 ..... -------------~·-· --· .·· - . ---------
discharge machining proces~. 
It was felt that if the fie·i.d ~ff~c.t :th,eory has ·merit, an analy-
s.is of a mode·1 bas.ed. 011 th_e ·ru:-r,tu:ring o_f a tom to a tom bonds would 
1a.:t least_ indicate whether an exj)e:riment could have any possibility 
o:f po_s.·itive results. Neglecti~g: in what manner such a field might 
. . . . . ~ ~ 
-d:i_s:ttibute its elf within any given material, it is considered that 
:g·ie cry-Stal in the fo~ of :hettris-pher~s.. Cons-ide:r· a single crystal 
:li-~y~ng the growth axi-s in the [001] direction, :With four-fold symmetry 
a:bout that axis, being machined along the [ 001} :d"ir-e·ction. TlJt 
projected area of the hemisphere in the .[.Q10J , __ [OlQ] ;· [ 100] , [100.J..: 
.and [ 001] direction-s d_-i-vided by the r¢$pec:tive ar.'ea.$. o"f :a u_ni t cell 
fn the. same -directions ·would, in. :t.J:ie ·case of ~ ·s-i_mp-:L:e ¢.ubic lattice, 
be. represehtati.v¢ of the nurnbet of nearest nei.gh:_bor g9i1ds broken. 





that is to say the ener.gy or work is inver·sel-y proportional to the 
bond length, "b", to some power n 2::: I then th.e sum of the broken bonds:, 
assuming some particle size, could be determined and the energy re-



















found as a function of ''n". The absolute energy could not be deter-
mined by this technique without a knowledge of the magnitudes of "n" 
' 
and the proporti~nali ty constant required for the equali·ty, however, 
if a crystal of less than the maximum symmetry were chosen, a ratio 




of the energy or work required to break bonds in one crystallographl.c 
. - - . .... . -- . -, -------·-- -· - -- . 
-- ...... d.irectl.on '''fo th~ energy required to break bonds ano·t-her direction 
•' 
·--
could be _expressed as a function of ·" " '.n. since the constant would pre-
sumably cancel out in the ratio. 
Appendix I contains the mathem·a:ti·cs 1.1:sed~ considering nearest and 
next nearest neighbor bond. ruptu.re, an·d. :.re:f terates the assumptions 
made above. For beta-t-.in_, a :P<>(ly centered tetragonal lat·ti:c-e 1 
where W 001 and· W1 oct is the work required to remove a heDii_s·plle.r-e of 
material, the :results are as follows for the ori,e11t--at±o-ns s:ubsc·r1:i:,t.ed.::: 
n 






. . . 
Purpose and Objectives--EDM and Anisotropy 
On the· basis of the above calculations it was decided to: 
1. Devise a method of measuring th:e erj.er:gy- required to EDM a 
.... 
material, 
,2·. Machine a material in two orientations of extreme d spacing, 
measuring both energy and weight of material removed, and 
3. Acc~pt the hypothesis above if a specific energy difference 
(energy/unit weight) due to cr_ystallographic orientation was 
.6 












measured and determine the· exponent ,, ,:.y .. ·n· .. 
., __ , ____ • ---N • . ·--·-' ·---· .... :• 0" •-•• :- ' . ,.=,_•,. _,o,o•-•• .·.,,,, •• OO•OO•• .- -·- ~-· <•" •·•-• "") 0 ••' 0 
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The Electro-discharge machine used ·in .this study was ,a 1.5 kw 
Agietron manufactured by Agie Company, Locarno, Switzerland, Model 
AH 1.5 serial number 15.041, henceforth referred to as Agietron 
(Fig. 1). The oscilloscope and counter shown are accessory equipment 
required for the experiment. 
Figure 1 AB 1.5 Agietron EDM machine with oscil~oscope 
and pulse counter installed 
8 
,, l I_" 
The above Agietron has ail elec·tro-rti-ech~ti.:J.cal 60 cycle vibrating 
tool hold.er to· assist in removal of ercisio·nal debris from the rnachin·-
ing gap. The vibration amplitude has variable control. The quill 
or work head can -be advanced and retracted by a handwheel but a servo-·· 
.. ------·e- ... --······ ••........ motor system which senses voltage across the _gap is u·sed whiie mac.htn~ 
--~-·••M~•·~-
------------·~~------____,......---------·-- ··~----- --------~,------·--u•n----.•••-"'"•-·---- -"• 
·"'1•• 
. .. .• .. .. . -· ··- -- - -·----- ·-··---------··-·-------- ·---~ --- ·----·-- . ., - ·--- - -··· -------··-- .-.----·-··- - ····--- -- - - - - .. 
ing. This system detects whether· there is -a po:feiit .. fa·1·-··ci°i:fference or 
a sho-rt betw-een -the t"oor····(cathode) and workpiece (a·node). If there 
.ls. a .vo-ltage difference., the -s.ervomoto.r w:iil. drive the quill towar·ds 
:th.e 'WO.rkpiece at a prese~ecifi:e:d ·feed :rat.e.:· 
If a short:· is. sens·ed, the moto.r wil1 .ret-ra.c.t, the- quill unt:i.-1 a: 
gap and thus a voltage difference is once again establishe(.. 
Additiop~l machining paramet-er controls are sJ:~:j:> s.election of 
l thrqug;-h 7 ·~or, ·volt.~ge (V) , current (J) and capa¢-it-ance (C) values:. 
:A .. ~=;-¢tt:1i;Iig-, tank w.ft"h· :two parallel one micron filters -an·d a vane t_yp·e, 
,.·cons:tant speed· pump .c·irc11lates ·the: ·ct,ie.1ectric :fluid ·to malhta.ln a 
is overadequate and. results, in- a ·die .. Iectric_ .temperatµre :ris·e, the 
e.:ff.ects of which are dtscusseq: in :.~ Ja:t.e .. i; section o.f. this paper. 
Since the machine i.s .-o·f. :th·e resi.$t'~pce-capacitance :(a--·c)_ typ.e ,. 
' 
:$hown schematically in F·igur·e. 2, there immediately arises problems 
:i~ :m¢as:urement of the total energy used in the e.ro~ion process. In 
the R-C circuit, ihe direct current or rect4£±ed ~lternating current 
-
_powe_r .supply (PS) charges the capacitor (C) t.hrough the limiting 
9 
I ~.-. 



























































Voltage wave form of Agietron machine as pur-
chased - machining mode operation. Vertical base 
50v/cm, time base 20 ms/cm. 
Peak-to-peak voltage wave form of Agietron power 
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resistance (R). Varying Rand/or C varies the frequency at which the 
circuit can charge and discharge through the gap (G), provided the 
gap is held at constant separation under the dielectric. Ideally 
the voltage wave form in such a circuit would appear as in Fi~re 3. 
.., 
The voltage wave form of the Agietron machine as purchased was 
recorded by oscilloscope and is shown on Figure 4. 
From Figure 4 it can be seen that the discharges are occurring 
at random voltages. The rippl:e noticeable during the charging cycle 
is due to imperfections in the design of the power supply o Figure 5 
shows the power supply ripple when the machine is in operation but ih 
a non-discharging mode. Peak to Peak variation is 135V to 160V. 
Methods. of Measuring Energy Expended at. the Gap 
As materi.al is being eroded from the workpiece, some ·amou:n.t: of: 
energy is being used. Several meth:ods of measuring: tll:~ spe.ct.:f:tc· 
amount of energy are feasible. Stnce tbe· re:la.tions~ip, 
J· ::::. Eit 
'where J ::: energy in each pulse. 





t - time 
is a definition of energy and since the current and voltage are vary-
.J. ing randomly both in amplitude_ and duration, it appeared that one of 
12 
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the following methods might be feasible for th.e energy determination: 
Method 1. Read the energy used directly ·from a device, such as a watt 
hour meter, or 
! -r 
:Me:thod ·2_. Record the voltage and· current wave, forms of· each pulse, 
;. 
time for each pulse, integrate this product versus time and 
sum for all pulses while a measurable amount of material 
was removed, or 
M.etllod.- :3 •: Assume that, for· i~$t_·ance, in a mfllion ptl'l:ses th·:ere i·s 
some average pulse.. Determ_ine thei curren·:t. ·and. vo1·tage 
wave form of th'is .average pulse -ver.sus · time, integrat·e ·th·e 
product E x I o·ver the time for the average pulse and mul-
tiply by the number of pulses observed durin_g_ :t,he: time an 
amount of material was removed, or 
r 
Method 4. Modify the machine circuitr..y such that the capacitor bank 
must always charge up to a· :set voltage before allowihg a 
discharge to occur. Since the energy (E) stored. in a ca:pact-· 
tor· (C) charged to a voltage (V) is 
• 
~-· ~.-, 
and' since the capacitor completely discharges during a pulse, 
,. 
it would then be necessary only to determine the energy of 
13 
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Since reading the energy directly appeared to be the simplest 
approach of the above.four methods, a search of the literature for 
a .suitable meter was made without success. In general, watt hour 
meters depend on the input being, if not sinusoidal, at leas-t---r-egu·l-·ar-.-..... _ .. __ ., 
A recent development, the Hall effect device·, seemed to off er a pos-
\(. 
sible solution. The Hall effect is a phenomenon such that if a mag-
netic field (B) is impressed at right angles to an electrical current 
(I) in a conductor, a voltage difference (V) appears at right angles 
. /l, 
" 
to both field and current which is proportional to the product of 
field and current. (See Figur·e 6) 
~ 
B 
I I I I 
-~. I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I ;. 
I I I I 
I I I I i'·'U 
** I 
,,•':. 
Figure 6 · Simplified sc·hematic of a Hall effect device 
It was thought that if the magnetic field (B) could be made pro-
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~ 
the leads leading to the gap through a slotted toroidal ferrite con-
centrator core and if current (I) was_ made proportional to the poten-
tial across the gap by bridging the gap with a relat~vely high resis-
--- --t~ce, __ which would have little effect on th~ gap, then the output o:f 
the Hall device inserted in the slotted coil would be proportional 
to the E I product. A d-c amplifier and integrating circuit was 
built to increase and sum the cell output. In operation, the Hall 
cell could not respond to the high frequencies in the gap and the 
integrator would saturate in a few minutes due to the unavoidable 
} 
drift of the d-c amplifier. 
Methods 2 and 3 were studied for fea.sibili ty but were considered 
impractical. Each would have necessitated cine-photography of oscillo-
scope traces and manual integration of current and voltage wave forms. 
The, feasibility of forcing the capacitors to charge to a fixed 
voltage before allowing any discharges to occur, as suggested in 
method 4, was studied. The need for a gating device with good response· 
characteristics and the apility to pass large currents was of prime 
concern. A silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) was considered the 
only device meeting the above cri,teria and a circuit (Figures · 7 and 
8) was devised ·and built. 
Consider negative as ground. As the positive voltage is increas-
ing, the capacitor is charging. Zener Diode Dl was chosen such that 
its breakdown voltage·· was slightly below the voltage desired for the 
capacitor discharge. As the charging voltage exceeds the Dl ·voltage 
a small current will flow in the ·R - Dl leg and due to the current 
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Figure 7 Schematic of SCR circuit 









positive. As soon as point " " a is positive, the SCR will conduct or 
" 
switch on and if the gap is such that the applied voltage will break 
.. 
down the ·dielectric, then a discharge will '·occur and erosion will 
follow. If the gap is too -far open, the circuit will be an open c1r-
cui t .and nothing will occur. If the gap is non-existent or shorted, 
.. 
' ........ • . . . "" ·. ' . . . . . - ........ - . . . . . .. . . . - . ' ' . . . . . ' -· . .• . . . . . . . ... . . ... . . -~. . . . . ' .. '. -
--···-- . --- .. - • - - ·--- --~-.. - -··-·· ·-- ..• -·-··· •• ; _______ -,4, • 
no erosion will take place. As soon as the discharge starts ~o occur, 
the voltage across ·the R - Dl leg drops, current ceases to flow in 
. " " the leg and point a returns to ground potential. When the discharge 
is over, the _S~R returns to_non-conductivity until the necessary 150V 
:_4ppears across the leg once J.llOre. Due to· ·the inev-itable inductance. 
in leads, components, etc., it was necess·ary to· add Zener D.iodes= 
D2 and D3 to reduce ringing or reversed polarity pulses which caus.ed 
electrode wear. On normal polarity, D3 is chosen higher :than any e·x~ 
.. : ... .: ~. 
pected pulse size, say 200V,. so that it- acts as an. open ·ct.rcu:i t :to ·the· 
' . ' 
·charg'tng voltage. On a reversed polarity pulse D3 will conduct, but 
02 is chos'en to break down at ·very low voltages, say .fJV, so that little 
or no reverse erosion will occur at the gap due -tq· this voltage. 
' This circuit was incorporated in the machine and ·the ·resultant wave 
form is shown in Figure 9. 
It can be ·seen from the Figure 9- :th:·at th·e voltage at which the-
discharge is starting al though just above 150V is varying prob~bly due· 
to variation .in ripple voltage or gap conditions discussed later. A 
( 
final modification was made by placing a selected string of Zener Diodes 
w-i-th 152V breakdown in D3 position to minimize the effect of ·the ripple 
voltage by conducting during the ripple peaks. This final modified 
circuit would now allow the capacitor to discharge only after it charged 
to above 150V and would not allow it to charge to over 152V. The 
17 
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Figure ~ . 
\ 
Voltage wave form with SCR circuit 0 Vertical 
base :fJv/cm, time base 20ms/cm. 
introduction of this circuitry into the machine influenced the servo 
.system circu L and al 1 experiments were performed under manual control 
of the electrode feed. 
An Anadex 1nodel CF-250 portable counter was ust:d to total lhL' 
number of pulses of over ~OV magnitude. The response of this uui l 
-5 was sufi'ictent to discrin1inate pulses with a frequency of 10 scc..:on<is. 
1,he Agietron was not capable, in the modified condition, of pulsing 
more frequently than every 20 milliseconds. Figure 10 shows the wave 
form of the circuit with the final modification. 
Calorimeter 
A stirring type calorimeter (Fi g11re 1-1) was designed and madL· 
from l '' plexi glas to measure the thermal energy ex.pended as a resu 1 t 
of the machining process discussed later in this paper. A chromel-
constantan thermocouple was calibrated against a Bureau of Standards 
-Certified . Thermometer and used . to determine temperature changc.s in th'--' 
18 
Figure 10 Voltage wave form with SCR clipped circuit. Vertical 
base 50v/cm, time base 20 ms/cm. 
calorimeter. The thermocouple output was amplified lOOX us1.ng the DC 
amplifier in a Model 95A Boonton Voltmeter. The DC amplifier out-
put was fed to a Houston Instrument Corporation, Model HR-97 X-Y 
Recorder which was calibrated with a D-C source of known voltage. 
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Materials Used ·,· 
The choice of materials for anode and cathode were, for th;-~· most 
"t 
_ part, made without regard to conuner.cial application of the re$.U}:ts:. 
Yellow brass rod stock of co~po·s1tion 61.50% Cu, 35.25%Zn and'. 3.2.5%· 
.Pb w,as cho.sen for ... the cathode.· on_ .the.J1as .. is. of availability. 
. 
-· The anode material selected was beta-tin,- --a---body cente.ri~.d tetra-
gonal material with lattice parameters. of a = 5. 8311 c = 3 .·1817 at 
20°c (7). ·single crystals, 1/4 inch diameter, 1/2 inch l_ong, with 
~rowth axes in the [100] and [001] orientations were purchased from 
·Semi Elements c·o.mp~y-, :Saxonburg,, .. Pennsylvania and Harshaw Chemical 
. 
. ~ . . 
Company, Clev:eland, · O,hto and ass.ay.ed sp~ectrographically a_t ~9.~9.4.7-%·: t.l·ri-: 
wi th traces of· s:ilver and bismuth. ·Crys·tal designations lf and S_E·, ·tel 
'r.epres.ent the -supplier~, followed :by ·$. number· (e •. g; .•. HOOl~.1): · to. repre;.. 
s.:e.n:.t :th:e_ growth. ax:is· orientation a:rtcJ cryst~l num_ber; were JtS.s-ign·ect- to 
t-h.e .mat,er:t·al as i.t w.as receiv~d. 
:·il.y :considerations of s.implf.c.ity of ·structure with :~·x.~_r:em~.IX¢~.s .of 
lattice parameter and: e·as.e ·of computation of nearest :and ne_xt ne·~_¢s.t 
_Il_e{gllbor distances. ··rrhi.~ ·was t_he: only element meeting 'the ~bC>ve 
A,. cC!rit.eri:a .havt11g stability at room temperatures... ·Th,e ani.s;ot-r'opi>9.· 
-·,\'t<~','.·.~;.-: ........ 
-
quali ti~s. of tin are extreme, thus it. was felt t·h·at .. :o·f :all th·e mat.era-.:L-
als consri,-4:e:red for this study, tin wou . ld tend to ;giv.e t-he best .d.is-· 
crimination_ betwe.en .data obtained froril ·the extr.em.e ·orientations. 
Barrett (9) gives the properties for beta. tint :shown ~n Table I, i-n. 
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so·me properties of beta tin single crystals 
-----""""'-"· .. a, .. ,,_.-.:. ··-- ·---·- - --- --- -·--·--- --------------------,-..-r--------
. 
- ·-· - -- --·· -·-----· ... ---- - ... 
.. 
-6 Elect:cical Resistance, 10 ohm-cm 
-- .. --· ------
. -6 Thermal Expansiun, 10 
[001] [ 100] 
14.3 9.9 
. ----·-----·--- ···------~ -- -----
30.5 15.5 
------- -·---·-- ·- -- -
-~·-'--- ;_~ ·-"----- ·------ -"--------' 
(· 
The dielectric D1ec:tiulll, us·ed· :iri the machine was a proprietary 
¢.ompound called S0lvas9.:1 #6 sold by Mobile Oil Company. Solvasol is 
a hydrocarbonaceou_s· distillate which contains, by volume, 41.5% 
f Napthenes, 35.4% Paraffins, 0,3% Olefins and 22.8% Aromatics, and 
has a specific gravity of 0.7862 at 20°c, a Boiling Point of 437°F 
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Results and Discussion. 
Results 
Table II shows initial data· taken after the SCR circuit ·wa.s 
·· _ ..,.·designed -and installed in the Agietrono 
i ,; • -~ • . • 
Obse:rvfng each day's data as an entity, it can be _reso·ived: t.hat · 
the :_amount o·f. material removed -per' pulse incre·ases with dieleptric· 
·teqipe,r.ature:• Th'is might be explained on the basis that: 
X. ,Atom to atom bonding becomes ·wea-ker as temperature in-
creases due to. g:reater amplitude e:xc11:r:s.ions· about 
their mean lattice position.,, :Or 
2. As temt>.~rEttu.re increases the dielectric.,, canst-ant .. 
decrea$¢$ and less energy is required to bre·:a~~ .gown, 
or ionize the fluid ,, . .. 0 
The temperature rise of. the dielectr'i·c. ci11t::itiig a series of ru11.$: 
on a given day was caused by th-e fr;i,.ctton wo·r.k of ·the pump ment:i'Q.t)i~d. 
J 
earlier. Subsequent. data· were. t,a::l,{eh .afte:.r the pump had been allowed 
to run continuously overnight o·r .unt-.. :i.;i. the dielectric reached an 
.··o· ... · o equilibrium temperature which was 49 ·C t-n a 23 C ambient atmosphere. 
With the dielectric temperature .eq,u . fJ.:i..brated, the results shown 
~fi T~ble III were obtained. 
,. 
Since the data in Table III· had a ra~_~e of .less· t.han 3%- .fP.t' th.e 
[100] and {001] orientations, it was felt at, this .time that: 't.h·e ·ex_peri-
mental technique had been mastered and the circuit refin·ed· :to an extent 
'\ 
t·hat. reproducibility was assured. 
-To determine the magnitude of the energy involved, a sample calcu-
\· 
-: 
.. latJ.on was made using for 25,000 pulses, a capacitance (C) of 1. 39 mtcro·-
22 ~ 
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' 
· Table II 
Data·showing the effect of dielectric temperature rise on material 
removed per pulse. ,. 
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·. 
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M;achine settings: V5, Jl, C5.-
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Constant Dielectric Temperature Data 
Run Orientation ~icrogram/Pulse No. Pulses 
26 100 1.0848 
' 
27. .. 100 1.0532 







1 001 1.0707 
2 001" 1.0540 
.. - - . . 3 001 ·1.oaoo 
4 001 1.0408 
5 001 1.0440 
Machine settings: V5, Jl, C5 
Crystals used: SE 100-1, SE 001-1 














farads and a voltage (V) 150 volts. The total energy (Wr), the 
energy stored in a capacitor times the number of discharges or pulses, 
,.. 
• 1S 
.WT - i cv2 x no. of pulses -
i 1.39 (~0-6) (150)~ X 25 3. - (10) -
. = 392 joules .. 
' 
or multiplying by .239 cal/joule 
E = 93.4 cal 
An Energy Balance 
. .• 















above calculation to be on the order of 90 cal, this cannot be con-
sidered all anode or workpiece erosional energy. 
Figure 12. The gap during machining showing the carbon cloud 
and released gases. 
" 
Figure 12 shows some of the phenomena occurring in the gap 
during machining. Two phenomena shown in this picture are the re-
lease of ·carbon and the formation of gas from the dielectric. Oth Qt'" 
energy losses that could be considered are: sonic, radiation, and 
tool or cathode erosion. One might also speculate on the energy 
required to initially bridge the gap and an energy loss associated 
with alignment of the dielectric molecules if a polar fluid were 
25 
'· 




used. Undoubtedly, th.er·e· ar~ :al$o other therm~l losses, for instance, 
the I 2R losses in both tool and workpiece and the leads due to the 
· currents passing through each. In summing up these energy losses, 
lumping many of them in a Wx term, . 
:-
.: .... ,w,,·--= ·, __ .. .: = . ·---WE .... _ ..
T + + w1 
... - 'g: + · w· ... ···g ~-· ·s + 
-·. ,.· .. -- . 
·wE' = Erosional ene.rgy 
W: .. ·· Thermal energy. in th.e, dJ:'Ei:lecit.r·ic. temperature r.ise: ,due, Th. 
to machining 
w·. - Thermal en·e·r.,gy r·eqt1ir~d to produc.e a: yapor from the ') - g 
fluid or the .chemical energy required to produce a ... 
lower or h'i_gher molecu1ar weiglit: gas from the f lui.d. 




• fluid of di'ffer~ttt- molecular w~:i,,ght :ari_d .. ·compos'i.·-
t·1ort fr·om ·the d:is.tillate .. -used • . . ·, .. -.. . - '. ' . . . ,· ·- ,;. . . . ·.. 
' .. 
r.t was thought that .if· an energy balance could :P.¢ :.m.a.q .. ~ ~ WE, ·the. 
·:eras ional energy could be· determined~ ~· 
The ca-lorime·ter :mentioned earliel!· \v:as ·use·d to· measu1;e the 
thermal energy ris:·e W of ·the fluid .but tne. ap_pa.r.atus w:as· no·t: s-ens.l~ Th 
tive enough fu detect less than :25 ·:c~l./10. mlnute. input: fh:roµ:gfi .. a.: !: 
watt res is tor • . .. . : 
The liquid-to-gas (W. ) and' liqu_·.1.···d-to-solid (w1. ) energy 1. --.· ,g .. · . - s 
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. ·-··~I~ . • 
terms of the component molecular weights of th:e liquid before machin-
ing. and the gas and liquid after machining. :could have been performed " 
' ,,.. ·~ 
p·uJ .. t-he facilities for such analysis were not available • 
.. 
Jt was de<!ided at this time to assi1:m:e that the energy balanc~. 
p°()JR})Oilent:S othe·~ than WT and WE' the tot,a.l and erosional energie·s ,: 
. . 
' \vo~l:o be constant and :inct·e:.pend~nt .. of: cryeital orie.nta=tto,n. .Under: 
the~~ assumptions 
i 
·wT -:f'or th.e: I .. rooJ :~n<t. [ oot.J orfent·ttticirt cou.ld' ·be- compared and i.:r. -~ .. 
<ill ·~ 
·table rv shows -t'.he results obtain~(i: __ :in· .machi,nirtg ·tw.o c.rys .. t.al's 




The effect of puls:~ ·r.aJte,, .gap variation, and dielectric contamination. 
_,_ Further a~alys.is of the resµl ts from the data shown in Table IV 
revealed a dep.e·nd_ep:c.e :.petween :mt.c_:rograms/pulse and the time requi.~~¢: 
to pulse 10,000 pµls·e·$ :pr ·tn :other words t_he weight :o.t: mat,erial 
removed depe·n.de.d ,on .h·ow fas,t the pulses oc.cti".rred. This ob.s-t{rvation 
tesul ted .iJJ.: th·e. addi tiort· c:>f th~ c.li.pping d_iodes mentioned on page 17 
which :rest,rict~d the maximum ~h-a.rging voltage to 152t 
that this r~t:e· dependence could be reasoned as follows: 
27 
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T°C Run Pulse 








·:·2:5· 11 0.892 
12 0.913 
·-
: 13 0.912 
. ' 
14 0.905 










Machine Settings: V5, Jl ,_ :c5 
* For 10,000 discharges 
1.3 
0 0 12 
0 w 0 (/) 0 0 0 0 0 
...J 
::, IJ , .... . . . .. 
CL 








·- SE 100-1 
' 
Time - Micrograms/ 
Min. * Run- . Pulse 
16 -2g .... ~ -. ... l .128-- - ----
13 30 1.229 
20 31 1.133 
12 32 1.160 
. . 
10 ,, 33 1.142 
13 34 0.908 
13 35 0.871 
18 36 0.968 
10 37 \I,- 0.879 
9 38 0.901 
10 39 0.909 
11 40 0.896 
11 41 0.913 ._, 






i 0 0 0 
i: 





6 7 8 9 10 29 ]0 31 32 33 
RUN· 
II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 20 34 35 36 37 38 39 4041 42 
NUMBER 
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1. When machining at a slow pulse repetition r·ate· which is 
ref l'ected in the -time it takes to pulse for example lQ, 000 times, 
the gap must of necessity be held at nearly its maximum separation. 
Under these circumstances one or all of the following three effects 
could·be ·influencing the specific material removal. 
a. Since-the gap is· at the max-imum--sepa.rati~~-- fd\.-~~-~ _spark 
·~- dis.charg.~., .. _it may be over the maximum for the next discharge to 
-.occur· because the metallic asperity on whi.ch the first discharge ,.:, 
initiated or to which the first di·sch~rge proceeded may have been 
eroded by that discharge. If it is over the maximum and it is neces-
sary to repositipn the electrodes to provide for another discharge, 
the probab~ liJ;·y· t;tJ.at it wi 11 occur at: a v.oltage higher than 150V is 
greater. This would result in gre:at.e·r· material removal/pulse, 
b. Since the gap is at maximum separation, there is a greater 
thickness, of dielectric betweeh the electrodes, hence when a discharge 
occurs., the energy balance might change so that more ener.gy is 
nee·ded to break down the dielectric and less energy is available· .fo.r 
erosion·, so that less material is removed per pulse. Barash_ (2) has . 
. P9S~tulat~d th·at the proportion of energy losses irt ·the- gap is pro~ 
.. 
P.ort1<inal ·to separation. 
c ._ Since the gap: is .at a maximum and th·e, discharges ar:e occu.rr-
ip.g less _frequ·ently, there is better removal of eroded particles. 
This would mean a cleaner and higher eff ectty·e·· di~leGt.r.iG ·c,ons:tarit 
fluid in the gap. The result of this wou1·-ct be·· as fn: ·c6). above ·vtifh 
less material removed/pulse-. 
2 •. When machining at a fa.st rate or at a gap separation of le:s:s 
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a. The pulses will probably be of minimum voltage 
b. The dielectric layer is thinner and requires proportionately 
less energy to ionize it and 
c. The effective dielectric constant will be lower due to' in-
efficient removal of eroded m~terial. 
After the clipping diodes were added to eliminate any overvol tage-, 
. ····-·· - ·~· .. ··-··---,,--·-···-----~----····-··--r-'--·-· ....... -·-·-- ------· .• 
a designed experiment was run to determine if the rate dependence 
"")!,.""'"'"• 
was a circUi t or gap parameter. The data are shown in Table V. _ 
Figure 14 shows the dependence found between material removed and 
time to pulse 5,000 times. 
·Table V 
Results of the Designed Experiment to determine the cause for pulse 
rate dependence. 
Material 
Orientation Time. secs for puls_e count Removed, 
&. Run 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 Milligrams * 
: 
001-5 15 40 80 140 195 8.80 s 
••• 
001-6 75 140 195 Ci 225 380 7.34 s 
. 
..... ~ I: 






65 125 187 235 291 7.84 s .1 100-5 .I :I 
.. I 
. \. ' 
100-6 ·70 177 260 303 346 7.29 S-
100-7 :2,7 .45 66 84 102 8.89 F I 
I 
I 
100-8 10 24 40 60 76 9.84 F 
-
Machine Setting: V7, Jl, C5 
~ Crystals: H 001-4, H 100-2 
Dielectric Temperature: 24°c 
*Attempted manual control of pulse rate: F - fast, S - slow 
30 
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Figure 15 shows pulse versus time data from Table V. It can 
be seen that except for runs 100-6, 001-6 and 001-5, the pulse rate 
is approximately 1 inear. Since the above runs were conducted at . 
various rates,. it was decided to apply a weighted correction based 
on rate to these data to determine if a function could. be better 
• • ..... • •• f 
. -·--···--------=-- '_·:- .· . . ... ·-.- ----
Considering run 001~5 where 
Time fl 
Counts Seconds 











.. ~.:5: 125 
8.80 mg 
mg 







8.57 mg . 
The milligram vs. tiine functional cu.rve· was: .d.ef.:in::~d. {Figur·e· 14) 
using only the data points having line-ar ·pulse rates as determined 
from Figure 15. The non-linear pulse rates were broken down, as in 
., 
, .. 
the above example into five segments of linear pulse rates and 
~ultiplied by five. The material removal at this pulse rate was 
obtained from the assumed function on Figure 14 ·and averaged. The 
dotted ?ata · points on Figure 14· s·how the non-linear runs as if t·h,_ey 
had been constant pulse rate data .... 
:-J 
Functional Curve Theories 
Two theories for the disco.tiot.fnu·ous nature ·elf- th:e ~pove ;f.ufic:t-io.n:al. 








Gap and Contaminant Theory , . . ,. 
I When machining in the region defined by the small negative slope, 
I . 
as the pulse frequency is increased (or the time to pulse 5000 pulses 
, ' 
is decreased) the electrodes are at a gap separation less than that 
······ -------·---------··---·--··--·-·- ---·- · - -required- for the voltage applied hence less energy is required for 
. ,---~,·--.:·:_~. 
- ' ' --
dielectric breakdown or spark channel formation and more energy is 
available for erosion. The·ionization energy is inversely proportion-
al to gap sep\:iration. In this region the frequency is sufficiently 
slow and the gap is adequate that particle removal is relatively effec-
tive. 
b. In the region of the steep negative slope, the gap is so 
I 
narrow that scavenging is inefficient and the dielectric becomes so 
contaminated with a subsequent decrease in dielectric constant that 
an extremely small amount of energy is required for spark initiation. 
Spark-Arc Theory 
, ' 
In the small negative slope region of the functional curve, the 
mode of erosion is by spark alone. At the break-over point the ero-
sion is principally effected by an arc discharge. This is a condi-
tion in which the sparking frequency is of sufficient magnitude 
such that the ·discharge column does not fully collapse before the 
following spark is programmed. This condition would practically 
(, - -
negate spark initiation energy losses and would result in more 
energy available for erosion~ 
The effect qf surface polycrystallinity 
It was observed by the Laue back reflection method, Figures 16 
thro~gh 19, that the surface of each orientation of single crystal 























Figure lb Laue method X-ray of crystal. 
HOOl-4 before machining 0 
Figure 17 Laue method X-ray ~f crystal 






Figure 1~ Laue method X-ray of crystal 
Hl00 -1 before machiningo 
i 
: 7 
Figure 19 LaLle method X-~ay of crystal 
Hl00-1 after machining 0 
r' 
These are indications of polycrystallinity and lattice strain. 
The depth of penetration of Cu Ka in beta-tin is about 12 microns 
assuming a ratio of exit to entrance beam intensities of 1:10. This 
might indicate that the damage to the ~ingle crystal by the EDM pro-
\, 
cess is more than a slight surface rearrangement of atoms. Electron 
di£fraction of the machined surface revealeq polycrystalline copper 




finding~is similar to the mention by Opitz (3) of a layer of copper 
on pure iron after electrodischarge machining with a copper tool and 
Cole and Grigson (10) who found a thin polycrystalline layer on moly-. · 
bdenum. 
The copper deposit was removed (Figure 20b) and spotty Debye 
rings indexed to be beta-tin were discovered. 
Figure 21 shows etch markings along [001] direction on the 
surf ace of a [ 100 J .crystal which had beerr electro-discharge machined. 
Similar [100] and [001] slip or dislocation lines have been shown on 
the surface of [100] tungsten crystals after electro-discharge machin-
ing by Mueller and Wadewitz (11). Sestak and Libovicky (12) recorded 
observations of plastically deformed areas and dislocation lines in 
a high purity· Fe - 4% St alloy after electro-discharge machining. 
Figure 22 shows typical craters in a 2:1 sectioned tin single 
crystal. Average crater depths of 15 microns are measurable. 
Figure 23 shows etch markings on a 2:1 sectioned crystal ex-
tending through the surface from 150 microns deep and etch markings 
250 microns below the crystal surface. These etch ~arkings could 

























( a) ( b) 
Figure 20 Electron diffraction of electro-discharge machined 
surface of beta-tin crystal showtng 
a. polycrystalline copper deposit 
b. polycrystalline tin after copper was removed by etching 
Ji', J{U re 21 Etch markings 
crystal after 
1 etch (200X) 
J 
on surf ace of [ 100] beta tin sin"· l ,. 














- - --.,....-- . 
, 
.. 
Typical surface craters as a result of EDM on a 
~ 2:1 sectioned beta tin single crystal (SOX) 
Jt' igure 23 2 : 1 sect1oned crystal showing etch mark i ngs: 







Figure 24 shows the same sectioned surface with a polycrystalline 
, 






Figure 24 . 2 :1 sectioned crystal showing a polycrystalline 
layet'. HN0
3
:distilled water::1:1 etch. ( 200X) 
39 





Modification of basically a resistance-capacitance EDM machine, 
. 
by the inclusion of an SCR controlling circuit, resulted in a method 
of measuring the relative total energy required to electro-discharge 
---~---
· ·· · --- ----- -· - -·- ·- .,. .. -- --- - --machine a material. 
... 
The single crystal material was machin-ed in two orientations and 
the relative energy per unit weight of. material removed was deter-
mined. It is fel~ that a comparison of energies required to erode 
\two different crystallographic orientations in a single crystal by 
a commercial electro-discharge machine will not yield confi.clent: 
results because 
1. a polycrystalline layer of copper from the brass tool, .i's. 
deposited on the surface being eroded 
:-2 
.... a polycrystalline 19:yer of the tin bei~g eroded is· formed 
on the surface under study 
.3:_. the subsurface of the tin crystal being machined. ·1s severe,~y 
deformed and 
4. ~that gap spacing and dielectric contamination cannot be 
controlled or monitored to any degree of accuracy. 





that energy is inversely propor,tional to lattice parameter to some 
power n, is valid for the electro-discharge machining process cannot 
be determined by the techniques used in this thesis • 
i· 
'• 
I 'f •j~ - • 
// 








• ' ' ' . i ' • ' . '' ' " 




\ To bypass the difficulties encountered in this thesis, it is 
postulated that an answer to the question of anisotropy of the EDM 
process could be determined .. by single sparking of a large area 
, 
crystal face. It would be necessary to spatially arrange the dis-
I ,, 
-
-------.. - .. --·---·- ---"'--~"·---------------·--·----.--.. ---·-.. ----·--··"·"·"-·· . · ........ . 
charges such that the polycrystallinity produced by one spark did 
--
not influence the area selected for the followi:qg erosion. It should -
be poss.ible to completely flush out the gap after each spark and the 
tool could be withdrawn following each discharge and repositioned 
b,y' capacitance measurements prior to another discharge. 
The development of an effective· servo system for gap control 
could be a significant contribution both to industry and the acade.mi.ci~ 
study of the process.. A system whereby the between-discharge time 
is utilized for electrode separation measurement and repositioning 
would provide a means for optimizing the total cycle efficiency. 
With the present servo positioning method much machining time is: 
spent ,in the non-machining mode while the servo ·bunts for an equil,i--
brium position. 
It would be interesting to determine 
1. if there is correlation between part1c·1e, size- ·and c·r-a:t'.e:r. 
volume, 
a... if the energy per pulse :has an effect on the dislocation 
density, 
:_3. if the particles, which have been spectrographically· 
.assayed by the author to contain tin, copper and zinc, 
are solid solutions, intermetallic compounds or single 
' l 
crystals tin plated with copper and zinc, 
41 
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4. 
_;a_· 
if the cathode or tool has a polycrystalline layer of t~e 
anode mate'rial deposited on it during the EDM process, and 
5. if the substructure of the cathode is disturbed as the 
' 
··: 
anode was and to what extent. ... 
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A Mathematical Model for Material Removal 
-Horizontal Bonds 
. ,. " .... .,,.,.,.:'- •ii/,; . ., •. ,.~, ••••• :.,-~-•• ::... • ..• ,~·.;_,.,;.i 
. . . .~.--.. . · .. ·:-.. <·- . 
••. .•• ,a_ .. a.: .... ·- .-,._, - ....... ,., .• -.\~·-, ... , ·,•· -
b 
a t· B 
-
i.i. ,. '' a·· fro.m t.t:s·_: 
·e_quil ibrium posi:_tipri is:~ · ..... 
~ II 
w = J F'' d)C 
o: 
:but F:,, ·F • 0. th•• . - . S-1J1 ,: ·-en ,. --, .· . . :· 
CX> 
('1 
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s sine cos n e dX: 
0 
X - B tan :e 
dx 2 : ·e cte· B sec· .. ~'- . · 
n/2 
w s B cos n 8 sin e sec/' () c:19 
0 







I. . ' 
o . 
n~2 8 . 8 d8 cos · · ·sin 
J, ,·.··· 
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The evaluation of the above integral will depend on the ·vJtlµe of th.e 
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Bonds Other Than Horizontal and Vertical 
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,·t ,, -~· 
.I.t ·c.a:n. be shown that the work required, W, to remove atom :-a 
from its equilibrium position is similar to that required in the 
horizontal case but with diffe~ent limits on the integral. 
Evaluation 
Horizontal 
n = 1 
11/2: 
w 
K ,. n~2 e·. . • . . ... 
8n-l j cos· s·rn· 0 d·0. 
01 




K J n-2 n-r cos e si.n B 
0 
11/2 
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·J . .. 
- K J tan 0 d 0 
0 
------~-----:....· ·--·--:· - .. ---------·· -------·-------- . _ _. '·-··- ----.-- ---- . 








·n·· __ -· 2· 
- ,. 
'I 
= -K [ ln CO.S. 9] 
. ·Q, 
.·-. --·. ~--








_BK J sin 0 d9 
0 
K [ eJTT-/2 













- FF I cos a -s-:in e cia . 
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n ,·:: 4· . . . TT/2 
h'-2. C.OS ·, · e s·i'n E,: d8 
,·: · .... ·· .-
0 
l 
• 0 O O r to ;:,.,,P .. ,;:,: :, • ..• :.;;_,-:-,:, ,,;,,.•-~ :.•' .. _ ..• O • ._. ,,,'•, --'-'---a,--_ ~ • .. - · • • .. • • • • • TI /2 .. · · .. ,. 
-•• ,-,c..,..tw ... ,._. ... ~,,,..,c,,_..._.,,,,..~-.., ...... - .... , , , .. -_ . ,, ., .. ~ - ·· ~ 
Vertical Bonding 
n = 1 
w 
= K ···· J co# e sf n. 0 d0 FF o 
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:ia·-
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W - K [ ln x) 1000B 
B 
- K (ln 1000 + ln B 
- K ln 1000 
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n - 2 
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r dx J ilr 
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{X) 
K s dx 3 X 
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I n~:2 cos an-1 
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I Since ltl cos tt/-2 i.~· -CYJ· J.t will ·be. ne·ce·ss·ary ·to: ass,ume· thJtt tbE!. 
.-:--· 
upper limit, .ts ·r:e·stricted :t:'o -a. value·: of 6- su·c·h t:hat .F -+ Q: -as· x or e :-. 
1000B < :9 - n/2., then: 
·n - :2 
n = 3 
W = K (6.9 + ,ln. C,O.S: 8.1), 
.TT/.2 
K 




, TT/2 J sin a d0 
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n = 4 
.. ~, 
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Evaluation of W ~.. . '· 
f 
If it can be-~ssumed that the removed particles are hemispherical 
single crystal material, of radius R independent of-crystal orientation 
. •? 
and that a hemisphere of relatively large radius can _be approximated 
by astepped crystal latt-i-ce, then the pieces removed and the numbi:rr 
·of bonds broken in the process of removal can be computed. The fallow-










Orientation - -The: gr.owt,h. axis: bein·g: ·macJtin¢d 
E and N - ·horiz'Oh_.tal bonds: (i·n __ ,. t·he c·a,se of an:[001].~·ry§ta.J --E. 
1i11d N- :wi 11 have lattice parameter 




. '' ., ' :a 
.r 
__ . --~ . ··. --- -· 
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V - vertical bonds 
S - skewed or other than vertical or horizontal bonds. 
'In the horizontal directions, the projected area of hemisphere is 
. Tilf and in .the vert;i.cal. direction the a-rea is 11R2 • 2 
The number- of b·onas broken in removing --a hem-isphere of material 
.... ls .. equal to the product of the number of atoms per unit cell, the pro~ 
.. -- --··-·-·-.,----·-·--·--~-·»-····"'"'~····-···-····-·~---······· ..... . 
'jected area of the hemisphere, per cell area, the number of pfoJec-ted . 
.,,, area faces, and the number of bonds per atom. 
For an[ 001] crystal, the number of horizontal, bon~s, NN anc:l .·NE'' 






N: 2 X 
- 2 :N1 









- ·2, X a2 X· 
1 
- 1 X 2 X 
a 
1 
-X X 2 
ac 













Similarlj, for a[lOO]crystal~ 
2nlf 
-N ·=· N ·ac 
~N 2nR3 




J•· -~ ' 


















. -••-.-...o..-•• • .__.,_..,. ,., ..•. ,..,..,.~, ... , .. _ . ..............,'-'~=:•· r--.oc,,,.,-.,....,,., 1/-•,.,:.l,..:.. ,·,·,, . .,..;.u, ""'.,. ..,.,_ .. ,._ ·-····"-'--·•- ,.,-----~ ....•..... 
,· 
The energy, or work, W, requir~d to break these bonds is 
I' 
W = number of bonds x energy/bond. 
For any crystal 
--
-
W total = WN + WE + WV + WS, the s:um of t.·h:e· (~!°rt~,rg:"ies required to 
I 
break N, E ,· V and S ·bonds. 
-------- -- -- ----- - -- . ·- ----- -
For arl ool] crystal and the exponent n 1 
w l 
001 
2nif 211R2 211If R2 
- 6.9K ac + 6.9K ac + 6.9K sf + (6.9 + ln cos 21.l)K 4:c 
~-
For Beta tin ·a = 5. 81B and c = 3 .174. Substituting 
W0 ~ 1 = • 2 3 5 0 ( 6 • 9 K 211It ) . 
For[ .l.OO]crystal and n = 1 
211R2 
W1100 - 6.9K ac 2 
~ 2nR2 
+ 6.9K TIH- + 6.9K ~-
a2 ac 
"' 
+ (6.9 + ln cos 68.9°) K 4nlt' 
a2 
Agffin ,:. ;$·Up$.t i tut ing a = 5. 818 and c = 3 .17 4 
W1 60 ..'... • 1883 ( 6 • 9K 211Ji3 ) 





- - - - - -- - - - - Woo1 (2rrlf K) 
·wog1 
-
.00583 (2nlf K) 
4 
4 (211If K) Woo1 - • 000908 
2 
.0345 (2TTif K) W100 --
53 














' p J 
' - . . ........ , .•... ' ,- --·-· ···-···------- .. ·•··· -:. ··-··-· ·----- ··--· ... ······- -~-·-·-· ··- ·-
.•.. 
W1.,~0' - .0034 (2rrlt'K) 








tncleperident or crystal orientation, the ratio of-~- OOl ·can be computed 
W100 
for n,. ~ 1., 2:-, .3;, and .4. 
·. 
:1 1. 25 
2 1. 52 
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